The 2021 South Florida Fair – January 15-31 – promises to be a Fair that will have a place in
books. Faced with the Coronavirus pandemic, the Fair Board, Staff and Volunteers are all wo
plan a Fair for our community that will be unique and allow us to welcome you with open pa
facility.

The theme for the 2021 Fair Exposition is “An Earthly A-Fair”. The exposition center will hos

The excitement of the South Florida Fair is in the air! The 2023 Fair will be held January
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importance of agriculture. Clean air, water conservation and ways to protect our endangere

Our Exposition theme – Dino-Myte - will take us back in time to when the world’s inhabitants
will all be part of the exposition.
were “larger than life!” The dinosaur theme will feature some of the most fascinating pre-historic
creatures to ever walk the face of the earth. From the Mighty T-Rex to the giant Spinosaurus,
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events that are being planned. We welcome you to become a part of a 109-year long tradi

the 2021
South
Florida Fair.
As always, the focusparticipating
of the South in
Florida
Fair is
our agricultural
displays, livestock entries and
community competitions. This Premium Book outlines all the details of how you can participate
and be a part of the Thank
Fair. you for helping us carry on the tradition of agricultural Fairs in America. We especiall
appreciate your support of the South Florida Fair.

While you are at the Fair, be sure to visit historic Yesteryear Village, the spectacular Wade
Shows Midway and of course, partake in the great Fair food.
The South Florida Fair is YOUR Fair. Join us in the fun!
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